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Who is Dr. Yasmilde?
From Science to Energy Work…
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I am an intuitive healer that combines science, energy work and 
spirituality in my approach. I hold four science degrees, the last one 
a PhD in Neuroscience. I had already dedicated over 25 years to 
health science, when my own personal healing and growth journey 
lead me to discover that I had always been a healer. My passion is 
seeing people happy and excited about themselves and their lives! I 
founded EQUALLIBRIUM in 2017 and has since touched the lives of 
over 1000 people. 

My signature programs are meant to guide my clients from a state of 
unhealthiness and confusion into a state of health, empowerment 
and optimism. I see the opportunity to be a part of their journey as a 
privilege! 

The last 5 years of my life looked like this:



What is it that I do?
Guiding you into FLOW…

And THAT is what I DO.
I guide you through a journey of healing that brings you AHA 
moments, provides you with tools to create new habits, shifts 
your current mindset and introduces you into a community 

that keeps you accountable and supported. 
All that, for you to find and connect with the 

REAL YOU

The ORIGINAL YOU, the ESSENCE of YOU that 

IS NOT sick, or depressed, or tired, or confused and disconnected.

The YOU WHO IS Healthy and Balanced, Self-Loving and Self-Confident. 

The YOU with a Clear Life Purpose and a Wonderful Sense of Service.

In my many years of helping people to find peace and happiness withing 
themselves (even without knowing that I was doing it),  I have noticed that they 

all struggled due to the state of something that I call the Apparent Inner 
Certainty (AIC). The AIC is the mix of everything that has contributed to the 

subconscious opinion and beliefs you have ABOUT YOURSELF.

I have defined 4 states of being since your AIC could be PUNITIVE, 
PERPLEXING, OVERASSSERTIVE or IN FLOW. You know you are living in one 

of the first three, if you are in any way experiencing chronic illness, anxiety, 
emotional distress, relationship and/or professional issues; or even if the only 

thing you would be able to identify is “I am not happy” or “I feel stuck and don’t 
even know why”.   

Regardless of in which of the first 3 you find yourself, everybody I know would 
love to be in the fourth one. I call that one living IN FLOW. Here, you have the 
highest level of APPARENT INNER CERTAINTY. You know you are in FLOW if 

your passion has become your profession and you have a sense of purpose that 
goes beyond yourself. You embrace challenges as opportunities for personal 
growth and steps towards discovering everything you can become. In FLOW, 
you are in love with yourself, with life in general and everyone in it and you 

live in joy, playfulness and happiness. You have embraced your spirituality and 
see yourself as a creator of your own human experience, feeling empowered to 
do so. You are In FLOW, when you see life as harmonious, meaningful, benign 
and complete, experiencing forgiveness, understanding, reverence and serenity.



Why is regulating stress a required 
starting point?
Stress is currently a primary cause for illness…

Stress has become pandemic! People all over the world chronically suffer 
from it with wide and devastating consequences …

https://www.harishsaras.com/stress-
management/shocking-statistics-of-
workplace-stress/

And all these statistics were taken before 2020! The impact of the COVID19 
pandemic over stress, anxiety and sadness levels worldwide is still being 

estimated. 
The situation has put us all in circumstances where bringing changes to the 

ways we take care of ourselves is not only necessary but required. 

https://www.harishsaras.com/stress-management/shocking-statistics-of-workplace-stress/


https://www.everydayhealth.com/
wellness/united-states-of-stress/

There are three main reasons for me to help with this:

1. Conventional Medicine does not have a concrete answer regarding 
stress release/elimination. That is due to the many and varied 
causes associated with it: Finances, illness, relationships, career... 

2. To be able to assert our power to heal ourselves, we need to be 
present in our body and our circumstances. Stress keeps us in the 
past; where shame, guilt, fears, regrets and resentments live; and 
in the future; where uncertainty, lack of confidence, anxiety and 
fears live. Only in the present do all those things lose their hold 
over our thoughts, emotions and behaviour. 

Why is regulating stress a required starting point?
Stress is currently a primary cause for illness…

3. Chronic stress has devastating 
effects over our physical body 
and our mind that block us 
from contemplating a 
world/way of living beyond our 
state of crisis and, therefore, it 
holds us from healing, growing 
and expanding our horizons… 

For a detailed description of the 
ways in which stress can show in 

our body as illness, visit this 
website:

https://www.everydayhealth.com/wellness/united-states-of-stress/


What will you learn here?
OUT with Stress!

The only part of that mini-course I include here is the explanation of the 
relationship between our level of stress and the state of your energy field. 

Know though that it is required that you learn to BREATHE and GROUND in 
order to not only dissipate but prevent stress!

None of the techniques you will learn about here are part of the mini-course. 
Take them as a bonus! And consider them as an incentive to inspire you into 
taking action and learn more about what you can do for yourself using energy 
work.

You will learn here techniques based on Energy Medicine and Energy 
Coherence. 

And make sure you ask about how to win a guided visualization exercise 
to take it a step further into tuning your mind and reaching higher levels 
of relaxation!!! 

The most basic techniques I teach about 
what I consider required for stress release 

are included in this mini-course online:

Its content is designed as short video 
presentations that will walk you through 

stress-releasing techniques and also 
include downloadable guided 

visualizations to help you integrate the 
process.  



Our very complex Human Energy Field, 
nine systems and counting…

Donna Eden, healer and creator of the ‘Eden method’, describes nine 
primary energy systems, based on the fact that she can see them: 

1) Meridians: body energy pathways that connect organs and tissue on 
their way. They are 14!

2) Chakras: spinning pools of energy that bathe organs and store 
memories. 114 associated with your physical body! 7 major ones.

3) The Aura: field that surrounds and shields you as it attracts 
energies you need. It has 7 layers!

4) The Five Elements (water, wood, fire, earth, and metal): the 
rhythms of your energy systems, related with personality traits.

5) Basic Grid: the foundation of your energy system.

6) The Electrics: Points spread through our body. They create the 
‘atmosphere’ and provides ‘sparks’ to our energy systems to regulate 
self-healing.

7) The Celtic Weave: the “connective tissue” of our energy systems.

8) Triple Warmer: energies that protect you and regulate immunity. It 
is also a Meridian! And as such, it is the commander-in-chief of our 
energies when under stress. 

9) Radiant Circuits: energies of harmony and joy.

Besides these 9 systems, I, Dr Yasmilde, can actually see and interact 
with a 10th system. The First Energy Assessment I give my clients is based 
on this system and sets the starting point of subsequent treatments. It has 
5 components and it allows me to tap into the history of the client, his/her 
patterns of thought, emotion and behaviour, and how they have shaped 
his/her current energy field.



Energy & stress? 
Very closely related…
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Stress causes contraction.
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Energy needs to be horizontally 
and vertically balanced in and 
around your physical body. Stress 
causes energy to accumulate 
around the top half of your body.

Scrambled 
Energy 
Field

Energy needs to move in 
specific patterns. Stress 
causes those patterns to be lost 
and scrambled.



COHERENCE.
Let’s talk about the HEART…

Coherence - For any given system, is the quality of establishing 
a logical, organized and harmonious communication between all 
its parts. It is the quality of creating a unified whole. 

HEART Coherence: 
It is the physiological state at which 
all cardiac-related parameters 
behave in an orderly and 
encompassed manner, showing 
sinusoidal patterns. 

The work I am showing you here has been done and published by the 
HeartMath Institute, an organization that has dedicated over 28 years to 
researching the role of the heart in human performance. They have been 
involved in 327 independent studies. Find out more here: 
https://www.heartmath.org/research/

https://www.heartmath.org/research/


Our emotional state has a DIRECT influence over the presence or 
not of Heart Coherence:

COHERENCE.
HEART Coherence and Emotions. 

The 3 hacks you will learn here are related to this state, with 
our ability to create it and use it to impact the energy systems in 

our field.



Why is heart coherence relevant and how much of an influence 
does it have over our general wellbeing? 

https://youtu.be/Aaxw4zbULMs

Have you ever seen a video of how metronomes synchronize? The phenomenon 
is made possible by the use of a coupling mechanism (the cans in the video). 
Once present, the random behaviour of the metronomes shifts to all of them 

oscillating at the exact same rhythm. 

A coherent heart field acts as the 
coupling mechanism for every 
single system in our body 
(equivalent to the metronomes), 
first and foremost for our brain!! 

COHERENCE.
HEART coherence effects over everything else…

Let’s start biohacking!

https://youtu.be/Aaxw4zbULMs


This exercise was created my the HeartMath Institute. It easily creates 
HEART Coherence in about 60 seconds, releases stress and stops 

draining emotions. Once in coherence, your thoughts and emotions are 
balanced and you experience ease and inner harmony.

FIRST HACK:
Creating HEART Coherence.



SECOND and THIRD hacks:
Spreading the Coherence!

The reason why these 2 exercises work is because there are 
electromagnetic fields around our hands that can interact with the 
flow of energy of our energy systems. Let’s wake our hands up!

2. Relax the hands, placing 
them one in front of the 
other. Pump them, keeping 
the position. What do you 
feel on the surface of your 
palms? Between the hands?

3. Now separate them even 
farther away and keep 
pumping them. Is there any 
change in the sensations?

1. Stretch your hands 
and your fingers as 
much as you can. 
Hold the stretch until 
you feel every mm of 
the skin awaken.

4. Now, bring to your 
mind a person or 
circumstance that 
brings you joy. 
Smile, while looking 
between your 
pumping hands! Is 
there any change in 
sensations?

You are now aware of the power of your hands! 
Let’s use it…



SECOND HACK:
Bringing Coherence to Triple Warmer and Stomach Meridians…

Triple Warmer “Smoothie”.

1. Place both of your hands, gently, over your 
closed eyes and take a deep breath. Inhale 
once more and exhale while you slide your 
fingers backwards, towards your temples. 
Keep the position through another breath 
cycle. 

2. Inhale deeply, while sliding your fingers 
backwards until touching the top edge of your 
ears, pulling the skin gently on your way 
there. 

3. Exhale, while you trace around your ears all 
the way to its bottom edge, then backwards to 
reach the back of your neck. Slide your fingers 
down until reaching your shoulders. Place 
both hands fully over the shoulders, pressing 
the muscles there. Keep this positions for two 
breath cycles.

4. Let your hands slide over your shoulders onto 
the chest, and place one hand over the other 
one right on top of your heart. Complete 
another cycle of breath while holding this 
position. 

Like I said before, Triple Warmer (TW) is the meridian that regulates our 
stress response. When under stress, it gets overactivated, robbing of 
energy every other meridian (except for the Heart meridian). In the 

process, TW can no longer regulate immunity. More about this in the 
online mini-course. Here, we will be activating the stomach meridian, 

soothing TW and connecting both pathways to the HEART field.



Activating and connecting Spleen Meridian.

1. Place your right hand over the right 
side of your trunk, at the level of 
your breasts. Breath deeply for one 
cycle. 

2. Inhale once more and exhale while 
placing the tip of your left fingers 
right over your heart.  Hold the 
position through 2 breath cycles. 

3. Repeat the same sequence but now 
to the opposite side of the body. 
Remember to breath!

4. Cross your arms over your chest, 
placing the hands under the 
opposite armpit, keeping the 
thumbs pointing upwards and 
pressing on the chest. Hold the 
position for another 2 breath cycles. 

THIRD HACK:
Bringing Coherence to the Spleen Meridian…

The Spleen meridian is the one that regulates our power of metabolizing, 
not only what we eat, but what we feel and experience daily. Together with 
TW, it also regulates immunity. When under stress, it is the meridian that 
gets more energetically depressed. Here, we will be activating the spleen 
meridian; the thymus; stomach, heart and governing meridians;  while 

connecting them all to the heart field.



Do it all while knowing that YOU have the Power to Impact Your 

Own Health. 

And have fun!!!

And that’s it!
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5 minutes everyday practicing these 3 exercises will break the stress 
energetic pattern, giving you a chance to release it and see beyond the 

hectic nature of your every day life. 

* Techniques taught as part of the mini-course “4 Hacks to deal with stress” 



And now what?

If you feel you would like to explore your options, ask me questions, 
consult your particular case, or simply just get to know more about 

me, book a FREE chat!

https://calendly.com/equallibrium/60min

Or CONTACT ME, either directly or through my website and we will 
discuss the best way to proceed.

Dr. Yasmilde Rodriguez Gonzalez,
info@equallibrium.ca,  www.equallibrium.ca

2 NON-SELF-EXCLUSIVE OPTIONS:

ONE: You keep going forward on your own with the mini-course #1: 
“4 Hacks to deal with stress ”

TWO: You decide to start your healing journey with my assistance!

SEE YOU ON THE NEXT STEP!

mailto:info@equallibrium.ca
http://www.equallibrium.ca/

